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Incident Offense Date of 

Occurrence 

Public Narrative 

21000685 51.15/51.45 - HCC COMMITMENT 3/13/2021 On 03/13/21, following an investigation in the City of Schofield, one subject was 

detained on a Chapter 51.15 emergency detention.  This case is inactive.   

21000686 DRUG /NARCOTIC VIOLATIONS - 

POSSESS /DELIVER /MANUFACTURE 

3/14/2021 On 03/14/2021, suspicious activity was reported at a residence in the Village of 

Weston. After investigation, an individual was subsequently taken into custody on 

a probation hold for Possession of Methamphetamine, Possession of a Schedule II 

Narcotic (2 counts), and Felony Bail Jumping.  This case is cleared by arrest. 

21000687 CRASH TPD 3/14/2021 On March 14, 2021 at approximately 12:24 PM I was dispatched to the intersection 

of Schofield Avenue and Eau Claire Street in the City of Schofield in reference to a 

traffic crash. 

21000688 DRUG /NARCOTIC VIOLATIONS - 

POSSESS /DELIVER /MANUFACTURE 

3/14/2021 On 03/14/2021 suspicious activity was reported at a residence in the Village of 

Weston. After investigation, an individual was subsequently referred to the 

Marathon County District Attorney`s Office for possession of methamphetamine, 

possession of a schedule II narcotic, and misdemeanor bail jumping (4 counts). This 

case is cleared by arrest/referral. 

21000692 CRASH TPD 3/15/2021 On 03/15/2021 at 3:45 p.m. a two car vehicle crash occurred on the southbound 

lane of Camp Phillips Road at the on Ramp WB Highway 29. 

21000694 DEATH INVESTIGATION - NON 

SUSPICIOUS 

3/15/2021 On 03/15/2021 between 2245 hours and 2257 hours, a subject suffered a medical 

emergency at a business in the City of Schofield.  As a result, the subject was 

pronounced deceased at the scene from a suspected massive heart attack.  This 

case is inactive.       

21000696 OWI / DUI - DRIVING /OPERATING 

UNDER THE INFLUENCE 

3/16/2021 On 03/16/2021 at approximately 1:42 p.m., there was a one-vehicle crash in the 

area of Grand Avenue and Marguerite Street in the City of Schofield.  The driver 

was subsequently arrested for OWI - 1st Offense.  A crash report was completed.  

This case is cleared by arrest.   

21000699 CRASH TPD 3/16/2021 A vehicle ran into a light pole in a parking lot on the 2700 block of Schofield 

Avenue in the Village of Weston on 3-16-21. 

21000704 CRASH TPD 3/17/2021 On 03/17/2021, a two vehicle traffic crash occurred on the 3900 block of Schofield 

Avenue.  This case is inactive. 

21000705 51.15/51.45 - HCC COMMITMENT 3/17/2021 On 03/17/2021, an individual took an overdose of prescription medication on the 

in the City of Schofield.  An emergency medical detention was subsequently 

authorized.  This case is closed. 



21000717 51.15/51.45 - HCC COMMITMENT 3/18/2021 On 03-18-2021, after a medical emergency occurred in the Village of Weston, one 

person was placed on an Emergency Detention 51.15. 

21000720 CRASH TPD 3/19/2021 On 3-19-21 around 2:01 a.m., a vehicle ran into a parked vehicle in a parking lot on 

the 800 block of Grand Avenue in the City of Schofield and left without reporting 

the crash. 

21000721 THEFT - AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES 3/19/2021 Cadillac converters were stolen off of 3 different vehicles while parked in the 7300 

block of Zinser Street in the Village of Weston. 

21000725 EM LOST/FOUND PROPERTY 3/19/2021 A duffel bag located in the backyard of a residence in the 600 block of Moreland 

Avenue. 
 

 


